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Conjunctions 
Editing 

 

 Conjunctions = join short sentences together. Use a comma with and, but, or. 
 

      Examples: 
  The family was here, and they started singing. 

  Ken bought the cap, but he really wanted the jacket. 

  Liz drives her car to work, or she takes the bus. 
 

 

      Conjunctions make writing more mature and should always be used  
throughout your work. 

 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  the word “moustache” is french and it is derive from italian moustacio? 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

2.  it can be spelt as “mustache” or it can apppear as “Moustache”! 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

3.  the oldest mustasch portrait is a Horseman from 300 b.c. but the style is likely old 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

4.  historicaly Mustaches was a sign of Power and they commanded respect 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5.  in the 1800’s british army officers grew them to empress Soldeirs and the trend spred back home 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  mustache wax help keep the hair Styled and some dudes even get mustache transplants 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 Sometimes students see a conjunction and automatically insert a comma.  
   Remember, conjunctions join two complete sentences. 

Incorrect:  She went diving, and had fun.  

          Correct:  She went diving and had fun.  
 

 

 

 

 

7.  the longist mustache measure 14 foot, and belongs to Ram Chauhan of india 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

8.  mr chauhan combs her mustahe two hour each-day and has’nt cut it in 32 years! 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

9.  jake spoke “the ‘Dali’ is a Mustache Style, and was named after artist salvador dali 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

 10.  other styles include the Freestyle hungarian imperial, or the populer Chevron 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

 11.  mustache trendz change with each Generation of mens or by public opinion 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Conjunctions 
Editing 

 

 Conjunctions = join short sentences together. Use a comma with and, but, or. 
 

      Examples: 
  The family was here, and they started singing. 

  Ken bought the cap, but he really wanted the jacket. 

  Liz drives her car to work, or she takes the bus. 
 

 

      Conjunctions make writing more mature and should always be used  
throughout your work. 

 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  the word “moustache” is french and it is derive from italian moustacio? 

      The word “moustache” is French, and it is derived from Italian moustacio. 

2.  it can be spelt as “mustache” or it can apppear as “Moustache”! 

      It can be spelled as “mustache”, or it can appear as “moustache”. 

3.  the oldest mustasch portrait is a Horseman from 300 b.c. but the style is likely old 

     The oldest mustache portrait is a horseman from 300 B.C., but the style is likely older. 

4.  historicaly Mustaches was a sign of Power and they commanded respect 

      Historically, mustaches were a sign of power, and they commanded respect. 

5.  in the 1800’s british army officers grew them to empress Soldeirs and the trend spred back home 

     In the 1800’s, British army officers grew them to impress soldiers, and the trend spread back home. 

6.  mustache wax help keep the hair Styled and some dudes even get mustache transplants 

      Mustache wax helps keep the hair styled, and some people even get mustache transplants. 
 

 

 Sometimes students see a conjunction and automatically insert a comma.  
   Remember, conjunctions join two complete sentences. 

Incorrect:  She went diving, and had fun.  

          Correct:  She went diving and had fun.  
 

 

 

 

 

7.  the longist mustache measure 14 foot, and belongs to Ram Chauhan of india 

     The longest mustache measures 14 ft. and belongs to Ram Chauhan of India. 

8.  mr chauhan combs her mustahe two hour each-day and has’nt cut it in 32 years! 

      Mr. Chauhan combs his mustache two hours each day and hasn’t cut it in 32 years! 

9.  jake spoke “the ‘Dali’ is a Mustache Style, and was named after artist salvador dali 

      Jake spoke, “The ‘Dali’ is a mustache style and was named after artist Salvador Dali.” 

 10.  other styles include the Freestyle hungarian imperial, or the populer Chevron 

      Other styles include the Freestyle, Hungarian, Imperial, or the popular Chevron. 

 11.  mustache trendz change with each Generation of mens or by public opinion 

      Mustache trends change with each generation of men or by public opinion. 
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